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Abstract
There is a wide range of theories that try to explain interactions between politics end
economy that are referred as political cycles. Majority of these theories aims at analysis of
changes in economic outcomes that are related to elections or other phenomena in the
political reality. To induce at least some of these changes it is necessary to alter a country’s
legislation which leads to emergence of political legislation cycles – changes in legislation
activity over time in an electoral term. The aim of this work is to study political legislation
cycle in the legislative system of the Czech Republic. Obtained results suggest that elections
timing has certain impact on legislation activity. As electoral term matures and upcoming
elections are getting closer an increase is observed in the legislation activity.
Keywords: political cycle, economic theory of legislation, voters

Abstrakt
Oblast ekonomických teorií zabývající se politickými cykly se snaží zachytit vzájemné
ovlivňování ekonomiky a politiky. Většina těchto teorií se zaměřuje analýzu změn
ekonomických veličin ve vztahu k volbám nebo k jiným událostem v politickém životě.
Zmíněných změn v ekonomických veličinách však lze v některých případech dosáhnout pouze
změnou legislativy, což vede k vytváření politických legislativních cyklů – změn v legislativní
aktivitě v závislosti na časovém průběhu volebního období. Cílem této práce je analýza
politického legislativního cyklu v České republice. Výsledky této analýzy naznačují, že
legislativní aktivita je ovlivňována načasováním voleb. S blížícími se volbami dochází k jejímu
výraznému nárůstu.
Klíčová slova: politický cyklus, ekonomická teorie legislativy, voliči
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1 Introduction
Those, who are in power over a state, a region, a city or a committee, usually control
certain tools to affect economic conditions to some extent. Further, there is also a widely
shared notion that those, who are in power or in office, usually want to hold this power in
their hands. With these two assumptions together we can state that as long as these
economic tools raise incumbents’ chances to hold down his position, he will have incentives
to do so.
Do incumbent politicians really behave this way? Can we observe any interaction
between politics and economy? In democratic systems where politicians are elected to
office, those changes of economic outcomes when conditions are affected by politicians in
order to raise their chances of being elected are called political cycles.
Vast majority of studies has been trying to capture political cycle by measuring changes
in economical outcomes so far, like changes in unemployment, inflations, public spending
etc. To achieve these changes, however, it is necessary to introduce certain directions or
laws that would in turn have the intended effect in practice. A different way to capture the
presence of political cycle in its early form is therefore to measure legislation activity; for
instance how many laws were approved over certain period of time. This idea was
introduced in study by Lagona and Padovano (2007), who measured legislation activity on
Italian data.
Purpose of this work is to measure any presence of political cycles in form of risen
legislation activity in certain periods of an electoral term on data from the Czech legislation
between years 1992 and 2010. A different methodology from the one used by Lagona and
Padovano (2007) is developed here; on the one hand, we do not take into account of
influences such as party homogeneity or a share of a governing party in parliament. On the
other hand we analyze such elements as laws that change multiple other laws, or political
legislation cycle both in form of number of introduced draft laws and number of passed
laws.
The study has the following structure.
The second chapter provides a basic survey on existing literature. Basic classification
used in other surveys is used here; both opportunistic and partisan models are covered.
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Also, two more selected topics related to the topic of political cycles are touched: central
bank independency and political cycles in developing countries.
The third chapter covers the empirical study on Czech data. The dataset is described
first. Then the model is developed and results are described, using data of presented draft
laws and then approved laws.
The fourth chapter provides summary.
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2 Political cycles – survey on literature
2.1 The first literature and basic classification of political cycle models
In the last three decades of the twentieth century, there has been quite a large spurt of
literature concerning this topic. However, first descriptions of this phenomenon appeared
earlier. In different literature surveys, different authors are being stated as the first who
touched somehow the topic of political cycles. Franzese (2002) 1 and Drazen (2000)2 mention
the work of Moravian-born economist and political scientist Josef Schumpeter Business
cycles: A Theoretical, Historical, and Statistical Analysis of the Capitalist Process (1939). A
different survey made by Kukuk (2009) 3 states that the notion of political cycle (namely in a
form of political business cycle, which is discussed below) is attributed to the work of Karl
Marx. Drazen’s, Franzese’s and Kukuk’s surveys however mention the name of Polish
economist Michał Kalecki who pioneered the topic in Political Quarterly (1943).
On the other hand, other literature surveys, namely Nordhaus (1989) and Alesina,
Roubini with Cohen (1997) don’t mention these primordial authors at all and start the
history of the political cycle literature with modern authors.
Although slightly different classification of literature appeared earlier in Nordhaus
(1989), todays surveys -namely Alesina, Roubuni with Cohen (1997), Franzese (2002) and
Kukuk (2009) - classify the political cycle literature to two main groups: (a) literature of
opportunistic models and (b) literature of partisan models. As the topic of political cycles
was notably influenced by the theory of rational expectations, each of the groups of models
(a) and (b) is divided into two sub-groups: (i) models where voters have adaptive
expectations and (ii) models with rational voters. In our work we will follow the same
classification.

2.2 Opportunistic models
The basic assumption common to all models classified as opportunistic is that politicians
seeking the office are identical and that winning the elections is the only thing they care
about. Nevertheless, the assumption of rational expectations, which was introduced later, is
crucial for construction of theoretical models. Because of this reason, surveys on political

1

Franzese (2002), p. 2
Drazen (2000), p. 75
3
Kukuk (2009), p. 7
2
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cycle literature strictly differentiate models with adaptive voters and models with rational
voters.
2.2.1 Adaptive expectations models
The very first author of the wave of literature that started to appear in 70s is William
Nordhaus, who is mentioned in majority of papers concerning the topic. In Nordhaus (1975),
he formulated the model of political business cycle (PBC); in the survey of Alesina, Roubini
with Cohen (1997) this model is referred as Nordhaus-Lindbeck, as Lindbeck (1976)
presented the similar idea simultaneously with Nordhaus, yet some time later 4. In Drazen
(2000)5, the chapter where Norhaus’ model is introduced is called The Monetary
Opportunistic Model, referring to the tool used in model to affect economy, and Alesina,
Roubini with Cohen (1997)6 refer to the model as to The Opportunistic Model.
To describe the PBC model, several assumptions are given:
1. The economy is characterized by an expectations-augmented Phillips curve. Alesina,
Roubini with Cohen (1997) provide the description in the following form:
(2.1)
where

stands for the unemployment rate and

unemployment.

is the natural rate of

is under control of the incumbent, resulting to changes in

.

2. Voters prefer incumbent politicians who maintain low values of unemployment and
inflation.
It is worth mentioning, however, that Drazen (2000) 7 forms this assumptions
differently: instead of low values, he works with some target values and . An
opportunistic policymaker chooses the policy attracting most voters, which implies
values preferred by median voter in his explanation. Voter’s dissatisfaction is then
measured by the quadratic loss function of deviation from these optimal values.
3. Voters are retrospective, rewarding incumbents by their support if the economy is
doing well. They are naïve, which implies that they don’t understand to some extent
how the economy works and are unable to distinguish between policies that have
persisting positive impact on the economy and those that result only to temporary
fluctuations. They (heavily) discount the past performance which implies that

4

Drazen (2000), p. 75
Drazen (2000), p. 78
6
Alesina, Roubini with Cohen (1997), p. 17
7
Drazen (2000), p. 79
5
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performance just before the elections is weighted more than at the beginning of the
electoral period.
4. Politicians are identical and seek re-election.
Assumption (1) implies that incumbent politicians are able to conduct stimulatory policy
certain time before the elections. The result of this stimulatory policy is a dropdown in
unemployment (or, alternatively, an increase in economic growth). As people are usually
assumed to observe changes in inflation after some time, steady inflation or only a mild
increase will be taken into account by them together with a low unemployment (high
growth). Naïve voters reward the incumbent as they think that economy is really doing well.
In the period after elections, economic growth starts to slow down as inflation
expectations start to catch up. In order to prepare the ground for the next elections,
incumbent politician conducts contractionary policy in this after-elections period. Economic
growth is further mitigated together with inflation to create room for the next cycle.
Drazen (2000) 8 mentions three main sources of critique of the PBC model:
a) It is questionable to what extent incumbent politicians are able to control monetary
policy, which is assumed to be the tool that affects the equation (1). This topic grows
in importance even more in environment of independent central banks in some
countries. Stable price level is usually the primary aim of independent central banks
(or one of the aims) and they mostly control those tools that affect the monetary
policy.
b) The second source of criticism is connected to the irrationality of voter; namely that
they are retrospective and naïve. Nordhaus (1989) tries to deal with this criticism of
his model by introducing and testing an ultrarational voter, who is not only forwardlooking and able to evaluate properly state of economy, but also posses the same
information as incumbent politician. In his comments to Norhaus (1989) 9, Alesina
however argues that ultrarationality as defined by Nordhaus is too strong assumption
and that voters may be misinformed and still behaving rationally because the price to
gather information is too high relative to a positive impact on their utility when
possessing the information.
c) Inflation surprises are assumed to affect unemployment level in this model. It is
proposed that also other policies may affect voters’ decisions; it is the fiscal policy
that is mentioned the most frequently.

8
9

Drazen (2000), p. 80
Norhaus (1989), p.50
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Turning to empirical evidence of political business cycles, we will follow Franzese
(2002)10 who provides a comprehensive survey of studies that tested a presence of PBC on
real data. Referring to over 50 studies concerning this topic, he states that:
“In a wider view, evidence for classic electoral cycles in economic outcomes is certainly
mixed, but less uniformly unfavorable.”
For more detailed overview of empirical results we will refer a reader to Franzese’s
work.
Although empirical evidence doesn’t provide a strong support of existence of PBC cycle
patterns, this theory was an important stepping stone for further development in the area of
political cycles.
2.2.2 Rational expectations models
Models classified into this category are based on the idea of a party’s competence
together with an information asymmetry. Competence is defined in depending upon a
model. We follow Franzese (2002) in summarizing following three models from this
category.
Rogoff & Sibert (1988) work with competence as the efficiency with which incumbent
finance fixed public spending. Incumbent can then lower taxes before an election to signal or
feign high competence, using less-visible borrowing or seignorage to cover any shortfall until
after elections. However, the competence is not observable by voters directly.
Incumbent politicians face exogenous macroeconomic shocks in model by Persson &
Tabellini (1990). Competence represents the ability of incumbents to deal with these shocks
efficiently and achieve a higher stability at lower cost (lower inflation). The competence term
is again unknown to voters, but the probability that a politician’s competence is high rises
with his recent performance. His ability to deliver above-average outcomes implies higher
probability that his competence is above-average. Politicians might however feign
competence with certain policies around elections.
Another model by Rogoff (1990) stress incumbent’s control over dividing public
spending between more visible public consumption and less visible public investments.

10

Franzese (2002), p. 9
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2.3 Partisan cycles
Opportunistic models assume that parties which seek office are identical and pursue the
same policies. There is a very influential branch in the field of political economics that
provides a theoretical support for this. Theoretical model developed successively by
Hotelling (1929), Downs (1957) and Black (1958)11 is based on the idea of median voter
theorem. Following Mueller (2003) the median voter theorem states:
If x is a single-dimensional issue, and all voters have single-peaked preferences defined
over x, then xm, the median position, cannot lose under majority rule.
Here the theorem is generalized to arbitrary issue. However, application of this theorem
in political cycles literature mostly relates to the inflation-unemployment (inflation-growth
respectively) trade-off as the exploitable Phillips curve is incorporated into political cycle
models. According to this theorem, considering given assumptions12, politicians have
incentive to pursue identical policies preferred by median voter.
Nevertheless, Hibbs (1977) and Tufte (1978) 13 pioneered a research that has
implications opposing the median voter theorem. In their works they develop the idea that
politicians act in partisan way: they pursue different policies according to preferences of
their electoral platform. Different groups of voters have different tastes about inflation and
unemployment. While voters of left-wing generally care more about unemployment relative
to inflation, in case of right-wing it is the other way round – they prefer lower values of
inflation. The consequence is that political cycles differ according to incumbent political
party.
2.3.1 Adaptive expectations models
Most surveys14 base a summary of the model on Hibbs (1977, 1987). Hibbs didn’t
provide a formal theoretical formulation of his model; research is made in a form of
providing empirical findings. We can thus find different theoretical formulations of his
model, in most cases derived from Norhaus’ PBC model. For instance, Alesina, Roubini with
Cohen (1997) base their formulation of Hibbs’ model on assumptions that differ from those
of the PBC model in two following points:

11

Hotelling (1929), Downs (1957), Black (1958)
Mueller (2003), p. 86
13
Tufte’s empirical studies cover both opportunistic and partisan aspects of political cycles.
14
Alesina, Roubini with Cohen (1997), Drazen (2000), Franzese (2002)
12
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1. Politicians were assumed to be identical in PBC. In Hibbs’ model, they respond to
tastes of their voters. Left-wing parties are more concerned with unemployment and
growth and relatively less with inflation. Right-wing parties exhibit opposite
preferences.
2. Similar change is made for voters. Voters were assumed to be identical in the PBC
model. In the Hibbs’ model different voters have different preferences. Voters
choose the left-wing or the right-wing party according to these preferences.
Other assumptions are unchanged: economy is again characterized by an exploitationaugmented Phillips curve, inflation expectations are adaptive and only two candidates face
each other during the elections.
The model implies fluctuations throughout the election term. Simplified version of the
model, as in Drazen (2000)15, states that during an election term of a left-wing party,
relatively more expansionary policy will be observed and implied effects will last according
to exact specification of the expectations adjustment. More developed versions of the model
expect a range of economic issues in which parties will differ to combat inflation and
unemployment as shown in Tufte (1978) and Hibbs (1987).
2.3.2 Rational expectations models
To satisfy theoretical objection that the partisan model with adaptive expectations does
not correspond to implications that stem from the theory of rational expectations, Alesina
(1987, 1988) suggests a model with incorporated rational expectations. The main idea of this
model is that fluctuations in economic outcomes appear because of electoral surprise.
Following Franzese & Jusko (2005)16, expectations are formed based on RE implying that
only unexpected policies have any effect on outcomes. Both parties and voters have
different preferences over inflation and unemployment and elected party is expected to
introduce these preferred values after the elections. Electoral result is unknown, only
probabilities that each party wins are derived from RE. Inflation expectations are based on
parties’ preferences weighted by the winning probabilities. After the elections, expectations
are adjusted to the party that wins. Speed of the adjustment is corresponds to the form of
nominal contracting.
According to Alesina, Roubini with Cohen (1997)17, the extent of electoral surprise
affects the magnitude of fluctuations in growth. The extent of electoral surprise depends on
15

Drazen (2000), p. 89
Franzese & Jusko (2005), p. 555
17
Alesina, Roubini with Cohen (1997), p. 56
16
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expected probability of election results and actual elections outcome. Other factor, among
others, that affects the magnitude of the growth fluctuations, is difference between parties’
preferences. More polarized the preferences are, wider the fluctuations will be.

2.4 Other selected topics related to political cycles
2.4.1 Political cycles in developing economies
Earlier literature concerning political cycles focused mostly on developed countries of
OECD. In recent years, however, the area of interest has widened also to developing
economies. The goal is to find whether political cycles can be observed also in developing
economies, whether there they have a different form, and if they do, what are the
constituents that make them different.
One of the important differences between developed and developing countries is
institutional environment. The quality of institutions has important impact on the extent of
incentives to manipulate economic conditions that politicians have. If institutions are not
adequate there is a lack of control over politicians’ behavior and it gives a rise to
manipulative incentives.
Shi and Svensson (2002) make a cross-country comparison including both developed
and developing countries from a data set containing 91 countries. They focus on existence of
the political budget cycle, i.e. fiscal policy that is expansionary in election years. They find
political budget cycle as universal phenomenon; in developing countries, however, the
extent of such cycle is larger than in developed. It is explained by different institutional
quality in studied countries, namely corruption indicators are taken, as they represent the
incumbents’ access to rents.
Akhmedovand and Zhuravskaya (2004) study political cycles, more precisely they target
also on political budget cycle. They confirm the presence cycle, which size is conditioned
however by the level of democracy, government transparency, media freedom, voter
awareness and time.
Khemani (2004) finds a policy manipulation in India in favor of certain interest groups in
return for campaign support, like tax breaks. These tax breaks include inter-state trade taxes
and excises and they are interpreted as tax breaks provided to specific producers. Public
investment cycle was also found here together with an increase in road construction.
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2.4.2 Central bank independence
Other aspect of the extent of a PC concerns independence of a central bank. If country
has an independent central bank, significant part of incentives is no longer valid and a party
that seeks to introduce any policies related to PC cannot use strategies originally connected
to these incentives. Examples of such strategies can be found in models which assume an
expectation-augmented Phillips curve in terms that government may affect the Phillips curve
by monetary policy.
But not only the opportunistic part of political cycles is affected. Concerning partisan
effects in economic outcomes, other implication of central bank independency is that
government cannot maintain policy in terms of some clear pattern “high employment and
low inflation” or other way round. Partisan cycle may thus consist only of some less
straightforward patterns as party’s choice of possible tools and policies is limited.
With central bank independence, however, it is clear that not all the possibilities of
either opportunistic or partisan political cycles disappear. The incumbent party still has a
wide range of options to affect the economy. As mentioned, it may use fiscal policy, but any
effects in terms of changes in unemployment or inflation will be muted and short-lived
relative to those when monetary policy can be used too. In fact, as any policy can somehow
affect party’s popularity, the party has an incentive to use all the policies but those excluded
due to central bank independency, as long as they are advantageous to the party.
Moreover, central bank independence does not mean that there will be no pressure
from the side of politicians or some other interest group as central banks pursue the target
of long-term stability and politicians pursue short-term targets like re-election. It is difficult
to make a central bank fully independent and unable to be influenced by any economic
pressures, even those which have a political source. Members of central bank’s board have
responsibility for their actions and they are usually appointed by some political
mechanism18. There have been several works studying pressure on central bank, namely
Havrilesky (1993), introducing and using methodology which measures extent of pressure by
the number of politicians’ statements in newspaper reports about their preference over
monetary policy. This methodology was later extended and used by Maier (2002), Geršl
(2006) and Kukuk (2009).

18

Geršl (2006), p. 1
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3 Political legislation cycle in the Czech Republic
3.1 Original model by Lagona and Padovano
The main source of inspiration of this work is a study by Lagona and Padovano (2007).
They base their model on an idea that supplying laws to certain groups might be politically
overall rewarding. Moreover, to raise their chances of being reelected, politicians should
take into account the time when the laws are being supplied. Using data of Italian legislation
from 1948 to 2001, they find that as electoral term of legislature matures and upcoming
elections are getting closer, there is a rise in legislation activity in terms of number of laws
approved.
Beside the time to upcoming elections, they use also other explanatory variables;
homogeneity captures information about number of political parties in the government and
in the opposition. Majority captures information about how strong is the position of parties
in government. More other variables are added as the model is developed throughout the
study.
In our work we are going to estimate a shape of the political legislation cycle using only
time as an explanatory variable, disregarding all other explanatory variables. Moreover,
construction of the explanatory time variable will be different. Altogether, a different
methodology is used here and it is thus impossible to precisely compare results between the
two works. Framework under which legislation processes take place is different anyway
between countries, contrary to economic outcomes which have a similar structure. We
assume that it would be thus difficult to compare such results between countries even when
using the same methodology. Contrary to Lagona and Padovano (2007), we do not provide
underlying theoretical model to our empirical analysis.
Also, we will aim only to certain part of the Czech legislation; following Tufte (1978)19,
he states that:
“The key economic element in the electoral-economic cycle is real disposable income.
The quickest way to produce an acceleration in real disposable income is for the government
to mail more people the larger checks – that is, for transfer payments to increase”

19

Tufte (1978), p. 29
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We are not going to track the amount of money in transfer payments. Instead, the
categories of legislation which are assumed to be the most related to transfer payments will
be used for construction of explained variable of legislation activity.

3.2 Data description
3.2.1 Source of the data
All documents negotiated in the Parliament of the Czech Republic (in the following
discussion just the “Parliament”) (called parliamentary prints) are publicly accessible from
web pages of the Parliament and divided into different categories in subject index according
to a topic to which they are related. In our model we are concerned only about topics that
are mostly related to transfer expenditures. Thus we selected following five categories from
the subject index: (1) allowances, (2) social necessity, (3) pensions, (4) social politics and (5)
social security20.
Beside all the laws from categories (1)-(5), we included also all the amendments that
amended these laws any time later. We made no difference between the weight of the
original law from category (1)-(5) and the amendment law.
Our data set include data since the electoral period starting with elections in 1992. Until
December 31, 1992, institution preceding the Parliament was called the Czech National
Council. On January 1, 1993, the Czech National Council was transformed to the lower house
of Parliament of the Czech Republic, the Chamber of Deputies, because of the dissolution of
Czechoslovakia. Until March 2010, the end of our dataset there have been 5 electoral terms,
as summarized in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 – Summary of electoral terms (elections to the Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of the
Czech Republic)

20

Original czech names of categories are (1) dávky, (2) potřebnost sociální, (3) důchody, (4) politika
sociální and (5) zabezpečení sociální
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3.2.2 Presented and approved (passed) laws and the Czech legislative process
We consider two moments in the legislative process important for an analysis of the
political legislation cycle. At first, it is the moment when the draft law is presented by an
incumbent politician and the legislative process starts. At second, it is the moment when the
law successfully passes the legislative process and is finally approved. These moments names of variables used in analysis related to these moments - are referred as Pre and Pass.
Both these moments bear some importance in the analysis; there is some information
for the electorate arising from both of these moments and so both of them take a share in
what we call the political legislation cycle. Moreover, the mutual relationship between these
two moments offers some implications and is taken into account in this work. One
methodological remark concerning presented draft laws has to be added: for the sake of
simplicity we are going to refer draft laws simply as laws. Also we are using verbs to
introduce and to present in the same meaning which refers to the start of the legislative
process.
A short description of the Czech legislative process follows. After a bill presentment,
there can be up to three readings of the draft law in the Chamber of Deputies, depending on
modifying proposals in the statutory text. Afterwards the draft law has to be either approved
by the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic or returned back to the Chamber of
Deputies again with modifying proposals. One way or the other, the draft law has to be than
signed by the President of the Czech Republic or again returned back to the Chamber of
Deputies, which may try to outvote the presidential veto. A date when the draft law is
negotiated either in the upper or the lower house of the Parliament for the last time is
referred as “Law from *date+” and in our study this date is used as the date of approval of
the law.
3.2.3 Data aggregation
The electoral system in the Czech Republic makes elections an exogenous event under
normal circumstances. Incumbents are voted for 4 years long election period. Data are
aggregated to quarters and it is because of two reasons. The first reason is that our study
concerns only a certain part of the Czech legislation, as discussed below. Because there are
not many laws among these sections, especially in earlier periods in 1990s, it causes that
some periods have zero laws presented (or approved) even on quarterly-aggregated level.
Therefore we would find more zero-values if the data were aggregated monthly and it would
cause problems in interpretation of econometric results.
18

The second reason is that parliamentary sessions are not being held very often. For
instance, in the third electoral cycle 1998 – 2002, there were 51 sessions. In average it is 1,06
sessions per month. Moreover, there are irregularities in timing of these sessions, so there
are months without any session and other months when several sessions were held.
Other issue concerns years’ division into quarters. We decided not to use standard
division of a year to quarters starting with January, but rather starting with December. First
quarter thus includes moths December, January and February; second quarter includes
March, April and May and so on. The reason for this is that majority of elections took place
in the first half of June or at the end of May, and we wanted to avoid the inclusion of the
“blank” period just after the elections into the elections quarter.
3.2.4 Construction of variables
We created variable

which represents percentage share of a number of draft laws

presented in quarter i from the whole electoral period. Formally:
(3.1)
where

tells how many draft laws there were presented in period i, and the

term

expresses the total number of draft laws presented over the

whole election period which include quarter i. The reason why we use
model rather than plain

variable in the

is that there have been growing numbers of laws from

period to period, which is show on Figure 3.1. It causes that

has a growing variance

over time which would cause hateroscedasticity of data if used in the model. Variable
can be thus interpreted as an influence of laws from quarter i to the whole electoral period.

For the second elections period 1996-1998 the formula is changed to
(3.2)
because of irregularity in the elections timing (explained below). Elections period is the
half of the standard 16 quarters length which causes that values of

would be two times

higher if it was not taken into account. Pre variable is shown on Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.1 – SumPre variable stands for number of laws presented in each quarter of the dataset

Figure 3.2 – Pre variable reresents percentage share of number of laws in each quarter over the
whole electoral term

As standard election period is 16 quarters long, we created this number of dummies
called p1, p2, … p16 with value 1 if i is corresponding quarter 1, 2 … 16 and value 0
otherwise. We use here, however, time to expected elections, as legislation cycle can be
planned ex-ante in terms of elections date. But the elections date can move under certain
circumstances and so the expectations might not be fulfilled. Construction of p1 … p16
variables is done similarly as in Khemani (2003) and it is described in the following
paragraph.
In 2 out of 5 periods, there have been irregularities in elections timing. The first such
elections took place in 1998 after the fall of the government due to a government coalition
break up because of growing economic problems of the country and scandals about
financing one of the coalition parties. The second case is the fall of the government in 2009,
as opposition successfully pronounced no-confidence to the government in voting that took
place on March 24, 2009. After the government fall, it was announced that elections will be
held on March 23, 2009. However, on September 10, 2009, the Constitutional Court of the
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Czech Republic assessed that premature elections would be a violation of the Constitution of
the Czech Republic and decided that elections will be held at the end of the standard length
of electoral period, i.e. at the end of May 2010. This caused another set of irregularities, as
visible on Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 – Time to expected elections (vertical axis, quarters) in each quarter of the dataset
(horizonatal axis)

Another problem is related to these irregularities in elections timing, namely to the date
when each law is passed. To build the dataset, it is necessary to decide for each law in which
period of electoral cycle it was passed. For instance, law number 206/2009 Sb. was passed
on June 17, 2009. This date would be assessed to be in the p2 period according to the
construction of p1 to p16 variables described above and according to election timing
irregularities. However, in case of law number 206/2009 Sb., the legislative process started
by presenting the draft law on November 12, 2008. The course of this process is largely
exogenous – politicians can hardly affect the exact date of approval once the process is
started. So a question arises: should we connect the approval date to the period assessed in
the time of the law’s approval, i.e. p2? Or should we connect the approval date to p4 period,
because it was originally expected that June 17, 2009 would be p4 period?
We decided for the latter, which has the following consequences for the dataset. There
are four periods in which there is a majority of laws subject to the problem described in the
previous paragraph. These periods have different assessed position in electoral cycle, which
is summarized in Table 3.2. This problem is related only to dataset with Pass variables 21.
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However, one might argue that this problem relates to some extent also to the date when a law is
presented. It clearly takes some time to prepare a law for its presentment in the legislative process and it is
unlikely that this law will be withdrawn after being prepared because of election timing irregularity.
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Period from
March 1998
June 1998
June 2009
September 2009

Originally
p1
p16
p2
p1

Changes to
p9
p8
p4
p3

Table 3.2 – Summary of changes in construction of explanatory dummy variables

3.2.5 Filtering laws multiples
In the Czech legislation system there is a possibility that a law can amend different
other laws approved earlier. As this practice is rather frequent, we decided to include all
these amendments to our analysis. Each law might, however, amend any number of other
laws. The consequence is that some laws might be included multiple times in our analysis.
For example, law number 112/2006 Sb. is included 14 times in our analysis. Moreover, only
few laws appear single time in the unfiltered dataset. It is a question whether these multiples
should be included or not.
Part of our analysis is dedicated to this phenomenon. Regression will be run in three
levels, depending to what extent multiple laws will be filtered out. In the first level, multiples
will be included (explained variable is called Pre in this case). In the second level, information
about multiples will be filtered to some extent (explained variable is called PreLogFil in this
case), but not at all. The exact formula that is used to filter the information is
(3.3)
where

stands for the number how many times certain law appears in the original

dataset. E.g. law 112/2006 Sb., which appeared 14 times in the original dataset, is included
only

times after this filtering. In the third level we will use dataset where each

law is included one time (explained variable is called PreFil in this case).

3.3 The model and estimates
This chapter is divided into several parts. Firstly, formal construction of the model is
shown. Secondly, results of the Pre variables regressions are presented. Lastly, regressions
of Pass variables are run and result are presented and compared with the previous ones.
3.3.1 Model construction
In order to assess the presence and shape of a political legislation cycle pattern, we
used ordinary least squares (OLS) linear regression first. The explained variable is the
legislation activity captured by the share of number of presented laws over the electoral
period. The exact construction of this variable is described above.
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The primary aim of this work is to estimate whether the cycle appears before the
elections, i.e. whether there is an increased legislation activity during this time. For this
reason, the only explanatory variable is time to expected elections. Coefficients for each of
16 periods (quarters) of an electoral cycle are estimated. Together with variance analysis, it
tells us significance and extent to which the legislation activity is related to elections.
Equation to estimate coefficients is
(3.4)
where

is measured size of legislation activity with filtered information by the

share of introduced laws (as described above) and

,

…

are dummy variables with

value 1 for a corresponding quarter remaining to expected elections from which the activity
was taken, and 0 otherwise.

is the disturbance term. For the part of our analysis where

presented laws are taken as explained variable, there is no law presented in the first quarter
after elections (i.e. p16) among all five electoral terms tracked. From this reason, equation
(3) changes to
(3.5)
3.3.2 Presented laws
Table 3.3 summarizes results for OLS model. Beside the p1 variable, all variables are
significant at least on 10% confidence level. This can be explained by the fact that it cannot
be expected that a large number of laws would be presented in the last quarter before
expected elections. It is because the length of a legislative process and it takes considerable
time to approve a presented law. Laws presented in this period would not probably be
approved in time.
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Table 3.3 – Summary of regression of the PreFil variable

Value of R-squared of 0,4623 suggests that time to elections have some impact on
legislation activity, but other fundamental factors should be included to fully describe the
behavior of legislation. We presume, however, that these other factors reflect complexity of
the legal system and it would be very difficult to reflect them. Necessity to constitute a new
law stems usually either from a fact that there is a will in a society to introduce certain
changes, or economic or other conditions changed, there can be some interest groups
pressure, and last, but not least, it is required by the interconnection of laws in the legal
system, which implies need of changes of certain laws as a consequence of a change a
different one.
Concerning OLS assumptions, as we use only dummy variables, validation of the
multicollinearity assumption cannot take place, because our dummies don’t overlap and
they are not supplement one to each other. Normality of residuals was tested with positive
results22. Yet heteroskedasticity was tested with positive result using the White’s test23.
Several methods can be found in literature to get rid of heteroskedasticity. However, we
found this to be problematic in our model from several reasons, which are somehow related
to the structure of explanatory dummy variables. (a) The first problem is the identification of
heteroskedasticity. Although different tests to identify heteroskedasticity are available, the
22

Test for null hypothesis of normal distribution: Chi-square(2) = 0,206 with p-value 0,90213.
White’s test with a null hypothesis that heteroskedasticity is not present in data. Test statistics is TR^2
= 28,508936 with p-value = P(Chi-Square(14) > 28,5089) = 0,0121691. Null hypothesis has to be rejected.
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most straightforward way is to plot residuals against one of the explanatory variables and to
try to localize any pattern. This method is nonetheless impossible in our model as there are
only dummies used as explanatory variables. The consequence is that we were unable to
localize exactly the source of heteroskedasticity.
Nevertheless we assume that the source of heteroskadasticity might be that there are
different observed variances among observations from different periods p1 to p15. For
example, observed variance among observations in period p5 is higher than the one
observed in period p2. To correct the model with heteroskedasticity, weighted least squares
(WLS) might be used. The second problem (b), however, is connected with the usage of this
technique. Even if we assume that we know the source of heteroskedasticity and we can
thus derive the weight matrix used in WLS, specific design of our explanatory variables, in
which each observation is connected to exactly one non-zero explanatory dummy variable,
does not allow for correction of coefficient estimates. In case of WLS, if we apply weights,
the only effect will be change in standard error terms of coefficient estimates, but the value
of estimated will remain the same. We don’t provide formal derivation of this WLS property
here, yet we provide both the result of WLS regression and the way weights were
constructed.
Concerning weights for WLS, they were obtained first by calculating variance estimates
for each period using 24
(3.6)
where
weights),

is variance estimate for period

(i.e. at the end we obtain 16 different

stands for number of observation over period . Weight was then obtained as
(3.7)

Usefulness of this technique in our model is that obtained standard errors of
coefficients take into account different variances among observation from each single
period. Results of different regressions are summarized in Table 3.4. This table includes
results for both OLS and WLS regressions and different explanatory variables are included.
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Víšek (2007), lecture 13
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P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15

R^2
F(14, 56)
F(15, 51)

OLS
PreFil

OLS
PreLogFil

OLS
Pre

WLS
PreFil

WLS
PreLogFil

WLS
Pre

0,0216

0,0176

0,0154

0,0216

0,0176

0,0154

(0,0195)

(0,0217)

(0,026)

(0,0096) **

(0,009) *

(0,0091) *

0,0336

0,0283

0,025

0,0336

0,0283

0,025

(0,0178) *

(0,0198)

(0,0237)

(0,0103) ***

(0,0095) ***

(0,0095) **

0,1475

0,1528

0,1476

0,1475

0,1528

0,1476

(0,0252) ***

(0,028) ***

(0,0336) ***

(0,0232) ***

(0,023) ***

(0,0229) ***

0,0631

0,0687

0,1004

0,0631

0,0687

0,1004

(0,0252) **

(0,028) **

(0,0336) ***

(0,0816)

(0,079)

(0,0768)

0,1395

0,1329

0,1257

0,1395

0,1329

0,1257

(0,0218) ***

(0,0242) ***

(0,0291) ***

(0,0554) **

(0,0539) **

(0,0543) **

0,1081

0,1266

0,1356

0,1081

0,1266

0,1356

(0,0218) ***

(0,0242) ***

(0,0291) ***

(0,0458) **

(0,0426) ***

(0,0428) ***

0,0544

0,0539

0,0509

0,0544

0,0539

0,0509

(0,0218) **

(0,0242) **

(0,0291) *

(0,0073) ***

(0,0071) ***

(0,0069) ***

0,0672

0,0579

0,0517

0,0672

0,0579

0,0517

(0,0218) ***

(0,0242) **

(0,0291) *

(0,0169) ***

(0,0146) ***

(0,0144) ***

0,0448

0,044

0,0375

0,0448

0,044

0,0375

(0,0218) **

(0,0242) *

(0,0291)

(0,0129) ***

(0,0125) ***

(0,0121) ***

0,0531

0,0692

0,0768

0,0531

0,0692

0,0768

(0,0218) **

(0,0242) ***

(0,0291) **

(0,0434)

(0,0407) *

(0,0409) *

0,0607

0,0593

0,0633

0,0607

0,0593

0,0633

(0,0195) ***

(0,0217) ***

(0,026) **

(0,0202) ***

(0,0199) ***

(0,02) ***

0,0744

0,0837

0,0875

0,0744

0,0837

0,0875

(0,0195) ***

(0,0217) ***

(0,026) ***

(0,0305) **

(0,0293) ***

(0,0295) ***

0,0623

0,0662

0,069

0,0623

0,0662

0,069

(0,0195) ***

(0,0217) ***

(0,026) **

(0,0255) **

(0,0248) **

(0,025) ***

0,0845

0,0741

0,068

0,0845

0,0741

0,068

(0,0195) ***

(0,0217) ***

(0,026) **

(0,0209) ***

(0,0191) ***

(0,0191) ***

0,056

0,0445

0,0356

0,056

0,0445

0,0356

(0,0195) ***

(0,0217) **

(0,026)

(0,0144) ***

(0,0112) ***

(0,0104) ***

0,4623
3,4401

0,4417
3,1648

0,3754
2,4040

0,4089

0,4623

0,4728

2,3519

2,9226

3,0491

Table 3.4 – Summary of regressions of variables connected to presented laws

For better interpretation, all the results are also plotted into Figure 3.4. This figure
consists of four charts: firstly, there are three charts labeled ‘PreFil’, ‘PreLogFil’ and ‘Pre’
showing coefficients estimates (value is always on vertical axis) for each of periods p15 to p1
(horizontal axis) for corresponding variable. Confidence intervals of estimates at 10% level
obtained both from OLS and WLS models are also shown (labeled OLS_Low and OLS_High or
WLS_Low and WLS_High). The last chart labeled ‘PreFil, PreLogFil, Pre’ shows only
coefficient estimates for all three variables, without confidence intervals. We also remind
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that p1 means the first period before the elections, so the time runs from the right to the
left in the charts.
The first three charts nicely show different results between OLS and WLS models
concerning confidence intervals. Confidence intervals strips of OLS models have almost the
same width over the whole electoral cycle. It is given by the way how standard errors are
calculated25:
(3.8)
Diagonal elements in

vary from 0,2 to 0,333 in case of OLS as values in the

matrix are either 0 or 1. The differences in diagonal elements thus stems only from different
numbers of observations among each period, which varies from three to six in our case.
While in WLS, the

matrix contains variety of values as each observation of the original

matrix is weighted differently.

Figure 3.4 – Estimated coefficients of p1 to p15 variables plotted into charts together with 90%
confidence intervals of estimates of both OLS and WLS regressions. Confidence intervals borders are
marked _High and _Low. Results for models using different response variables are shown on the first
three chaerts. The last chart shows estimates for three different models together.
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Greene (2002)
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Now we turn more closely to the obtained shape of the cycle. We take the PreFil
variable as a reference point of our analysis, comparing results for this variable with other
two, PreLogFil and Pre.
Three quarters after elections (p14), a rise in legislation activity is observed. We suggest
that this rise can be caused by either one of the following factors (or both of them): (1)
legislation activity is suspended around elections because in the Czech legislation it is not
permitted after elections to continue with an approval process that was started before
elections by the preceding incumbent. A discontinuity in legislation activity thus arises and
during this discontinuity a need for constitution of certain laws may arise. These laws have
to be presented and approved by a new legislation body in office and are inherited into the
time after elections. Further (2), as some authors suggest26, politicians are assumed to fulfill
at least a part of their pre-election promises.
This part of the legislation cycle shows a relatively high significance and we conclude
that this phenomenon is standard after elections.
Continuing on the PreFil chart, a decline in the legislation activity is observed between
p14 and p9, i.e. approximately between the end of the first and the second year of the
electoral cycle. Estimated extent of decline of a number of laws introduced is by almost 50%
in this time compared to the peak observed in p14. Yet interesting pattern appears in the
last chart, where PreFil variable is shown together with PreLogFil and Pre variabls, which
include information about multiple laws packed into a single law. Estimated legislation
activity expressed as PreFil is somewhat lower than the others in p12 and p10 and roughly
equal in p13, p11 and p9. However, we stress here that significance drops notably in these
periods which signalize that higher variance in observation is expected. Moreover, the
difference between PreFil and Pre seems rather small to imply any econometrically valid
results.
Nevertheless, we provide one possible explanation here, although in a form of an
unconfirmed hypothesis. We presume that packing multiple laws into a single one can be
used to some extent to blame voters. The reason is that if these laws are unpopular in eyes
of voters, this packing might somewhat reduce the loss of incumbent’s popularity in case of
necessity of issuing these unpopular laws. Voters might weight less negatively certain
amount of unpopular measures issued in a single pack, than the same amount of unpopular
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Tufte (1978), p. 90
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measures issued separately. This would imply, together with the existence of difference
between PreFil and Pre, that there might be an effort to blame voters.
A rise in legislation activity then follows as the expected elections are getting closer. In
p6 to p5 and the period after, a peak and an immediate dropdown after can be observed.
We found the presence of this peak to be significant, although variance is somewhat higher
which is reflected in the wider confidence interval in Figure 3.4.
In p4, there is a dropdown in legislation activity, although together with a decline in
estimate significance. This decline in significance reflects small number of observations (only
3 observation of p3) with high variance. Assuming that this pattern persist even when using
a different (larger) dataset and estimate becomes significant, we suggest two reasons that
might have some influence on the extent of the legislation cycle. (1) Periods p4 in our
dataset always took place in summer months from June to August. Parliament activity might
be mitigated due to summer holidays. (2) Secondly, the dropdown might be caused by
incumbents’ efforts to postpone legislation activity to the periods closer to the elections
(p3). If we assume that voters are to some extent forgetful and discount the past,
incumbents have higher utility from legislation activity that is unfolded closer to the
elections. Estimated coefficient of p4 period is more than two times smaller than p3.
Finally, we turn to the last part of an electoral cycle. Important result found here is that
P3 quarter coefficient has the highest value over the whole electoral cycle. It is more than
two times higher than the average of all quarters; average value is 0,071427. We conclude
that this signalize the presence of the political legislation cycle in form of higher legislation
activity before elections.
This activity takes place three quarters before the elections (i.e. 190 – 270 days before
expected elections). Reason for this lag can be the length of a legislative process in the Czech
Republic. Figure 3.5 shows empirical distribution of lengths of legislative process for
monitored laws, i.e. the distribution of differences between a date of introducing a law and a
date of approval. By the end of the third quarter majority of 82,2% of laws is covered. At the
beginning of the third quarter, 46,7% of presented laws are approved.
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Leaving out the last two quarters (P2 and P1), because activity is mitigated because of elections, and
the P15 quarter, because we assume that there is usually not sufficient time to prepare a law proposal, we get
to the average 0,8.
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Figure 3.5 - Empirical distribution of lengths of legislative processes of monitored laws

In the last two quarters of electoral cycle - periods p2 and p1 - legislation activity in
terms of presented laws goes down. There is not enough time for a law to pass through the
legislative process. Several law proposals might have been observed in these periods also
because of election timing irregularities.
Concerning differences between PreFil variable and variables that include information
about law packing, PreLogFil and Pre, we can see that coefficient estimates are roughly
equal in the majority of periods over the legislation cycle, even though the number of laws
that constituted the dataset for unfiltered variables - Pre and Pass - is two time higher than
the one for filtered variables - PreFil and PassFil (396 and 198 respectively). It implies that
practice of packing multiple laws into a single one does not play a significant role in what
shape the legislation cycle will have. There is a loss in significance in several periods in case
of OLS model comparing PreFil and Pre models.
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Figure 3.6 shows observed and forecasted values of PreFil variable.

Figure 3.6 - Observed and forecasted values of PreFil variable together with 90% confidence interval
of forecasted values. Vertical lines in the chart represent elections held.

3.3.3 Approved laws
Another way to assess the shape of the political legislation cycle is to use data about the
date of approving laws. Model was constructed the same way as in case of introduced laws.
The only difference is that there are 16 periods as there are observations of p16 with nonzero value. Residuals are distributed normally, although the result is not as outright as in
case of presented laws28. Heteroskedasticity was again found in the data 29.
To obtain results comparable with the previous part of the chapter, the same set of
regressions was run. Three dependent variables PassFil, PassLogFil and Pass were regressed
using both OLS and WLS regression. All the results are again shown in Table 3.5 and plotted
into charts in Figure 3.7.
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Test for null hypothesis of normal distribution: Chi-square(2) = 4,049 with p-value 0,13209.
White’s test was run, with a null hypothesis that heteroskedasticity is not present in data. Test statistics
is TR^2 = 27,800459 with p-value = P(Chi-square(15) > 27,800459) = 0,022852. Null hypothesis has to be
rejected.
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P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15

OLS
PassFil

OLS
PassLogFil

OLS
Pass

WLS
PassFil

WLS
PassLogFil

WLS
Pass

0,2111

0,2195

0,2603

0,2111

0,2195

0,2603

(0,0321) ***

(0,0349) ***

(0,0386) ***

(0,1737)

(0,1635)

(0,088) ***

0,0133

0,011

0,0081

0,0133

0,011

0,0081

(0,0249)

(0,0271)

(0,0299)

(0,0167)

(0,0159)

(0,0081)

0,0352

0,0286

0,023

0,0352

0,0286

0,023

(0,0278)

(0,0303)

(0,0334)

(0,0728)

(0,0693)

(0,0136) *

0,1228

0,1307

0,1359

0,1228

0,1307

0,1359

(0,0278) ***

(0,0303) ***

(0,0334) ***

(0,0842)

(0,0783)

(0,0518) **

0,0955

0,115

0,119

0,0955

0,115

0,119

(0,0278) ***

(0,0303) ***

(0,0334) ***

(0,0738)

(0,0641) *

(0,066) *

0,0692

0,0647

0,056

0,0692

0,0647

0,056

(0,0278) **

(0,0303) **

(0,0334) *

(0,0731)

(0,068)

(0,0158) ***

0,0542

0,048

0,0423

0,0542

0,048

0,0423

(0,0278) *

(0,0303)

(0,0334)

(0,0093) ***

(0,0083) ***

(0,0225) *

0,0572

0,068

0,0817

0,0572

0,068

0,0817

(0,0249) **

(0,0271) **

(0,0299) ***

(0,0217) **

(0,023) ***

(0,0295) ***

0,0702

0,069

0,0594

0,0702

0,069

0,0594

(0,0249) ***

(0,0271) **

(0,0299) *

(0,0292) **

(0,0259) ***

(0,0266) **

0,1003

0,0939

0,0891

0,1003

0,0939

0,0891

(0,0278) ***

(0,0303) ***

(0,0334) **

(0,0557) *

(0,0493) *

(0,0262) ***

0,1044

0,1077

0,1116

0,1044

0,1077

0,1116

(0,0249) ***

(0,0271) ***

(0,0299) ***

(0,0364) ***

(0,0342) ***

(0,0379) ***

0,0652

0,0646

0,061

0,0652

0,0646

0,061

(0,0249) **

(0,0271) **

(0,0299) **

(0,0407)

(0,0369) *

(0,0375)

0,0296

0,0206

0,0151

0,0296

0,0206

0,0151

(0,0249)

(0,0271)

(0,0299)

(0,0406)

(0,0399)

(0,0098)

0,0298

0,0259

0,0227

0,0298

0,0259

0,0227

(0,0249)

(0,0271)

(0,0299)

(0,0343)

(0,0325)

(0,0124) *

0,0067

0,0047

0,0032

0,0067

0,0047

0,0032

(0,0249)

(0,0271)

(0,0299)

(0,0225)

(0,0212)

(0,0032)

0,0134

0,0106

0,0077

0,0134

0,0106

0,0077

P16

(0,0278)

(0,0303)

(0,0334)

(0,0096)

(0,0068)

(0,0057)

R^2
F(15, 55)
F(16, 55)

0,4715
3,2708

0,4718
3,2756

0,4941
3,5818

0,3001

0,3780

0,5277

1,4746

2,0896

3,8402

Table 3.5 - Summary of regressions of variables connected to approved laws

Important difference in results is that notable part of variables is no longer significant.
For instance, in case of OLS regression run on PreFil variable, 14 out of 15 variables were
significant on 10% confidence level, whereas in case of PassFil variable 10 out of 16 variables
are significant. Even more severe loss in significance is observed with WLS model: for PreFil
there are 13 out of 15 variables significant, for PassFil it is only 5 out of 16 variables that are
significant. We explain this loss in significance by the exogenous course of the legislative
process. Clear pattern obtained with PreFil model dissolves as certain laws are passed
32

through the legislative process in a shorter time, others in a longer time. The length of the
legislative process can hardly be controlled. Refer to Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.8 shows the time lag between two types of legislation cycle, depending on
constituting factor. Similar shape is observed, PassFil curve is however roughly two or three
periods delayed relative to. It corresponds to results presented in Figure 3.5, where
distribution of lengths of legislative processes was shown. Mean value of these lengths is
194 days and median is 189 days.

Figure 3.7 - Estimated coefficients of p1 to p15 variables plotted into charts together with 90%
confidence intervals of estimates of both OLS and WLS regressions. Confidence intervals borders are
marked _High and _Low. Results for models using different response variables are shown on the first
three chaerts. The last chart shows estimates for three different models together.

In the first six periods of electoral cycle – p16 to p11 - there is a gradual increase in
legislation activity with the peak in p11. It corresponds to the peak observed in p14 period
that appeared in the model with presented laws. It is however only the peak at p11
together with p12 variable which are significant.
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Figure 3.8 – Coefficient estimates for PreFil and PassFil variables

In the next two years – eight periods from p11 to p4 – “U” shape pattern is formed with
its trough at the p7 period. This shape again roughly corresponds to the course of PreFil
model. Trough at p7 in case of PassFil corresponds to p9 in case of PreFil. Peak at p4 relates
to the increase in activity in p6 and p5 in case of PreFil. There is an interesting difference
between significance estimated by OLS and WLS. While OLS estimate of p7 is significant only
for the PassFill model and only at 10% significance level, WLS estimates are significant for
both PassFil and PassLogFil at 1% significance level. On the other hand, p6 to p4 periods are
significant in case of OLS and largely insignificant in case of WLS.
In p3 and p2 periods just before the last stage of the electoral cycle there is a notable
dropdown in the legislation activity. Although neither of these estimates was found to be
significant, we suggest that it is caused largely by the small value of these estimates. Tight
confidence interval derived from WLS for p2 period suggests that the decrease takes place
regularly. Reasons for this decline are discussed in the previous subchapter 3.3.2 Presented
laws in the part covering p4 period. We assume that decline discussed there the decline
described here are the same phenomena explained from two different points of view.
Finally we can observe an eminent increase in the last period before the elections.
Estimated share of laws passed in this period is 0,2111 in case of PassFil and 0,2603 in case
of Pass – more than one quarter of all the laws approved over the whole electoral cycle
takes place in this last quarter before the elections. Yet average value of estimates is 0,0674.
Figure 3.9 shows observed and forecasted values of PassFil variable together with 90%
confidence interval of forecasted values. Vertical lines in the chart represent elections held.
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Figure 3.9 - Observed and forecasted values of PassFil variable together with 90% confidence interval
of forecasted values. Vertical lines in the chart represent elections held.
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4 Conclusion
A variety of different constituents might have an influence on the extent of legislation
activity over an electoral term. The aim of this work is to empirically test and briefly describe
one of the sources of this influence: the time to expected elections. We suggest that the
time to expected elections is closely connected to politicians’ incentives to shift a shape of
the cycle in order to raise their chances to get reelected. Nevertheless, we remind that these
incentives are not the only constituent of the shape of the cycle; for instance, during a
certain month of year there might be a regular decline in legislation activity not connected
to politicians’ incentives.
The key findings are following. (1) Speaking in terms of passed laws, legislation activity
gradually rises in the first six quarters after elections. (2) There is a decline in legislation
activity in the midterm of electoral period forming a "U" shape. (3) Another strong decline is
observed in the second quarter before upcoming elections. (4) Important result is that there
is a significant increase in legislation activity in the last period before the elections. The
estimated coefficient is far higher than during other periods of an electoral term, which
implies a tendency to weight this period more importantly than the others. (5) Usage of
either time of a draft law introduction or a time passing the law does not have a strong
influence on a shape of a legislation cycle pattern. They are similar, although mutually
shifted in time.
Possibility of a clear interpretation of econometric results is deteriorated by several
factors. At first, the short history of the Czech Republic offers only a limited scope of data for
an interpretation. It has an impact on coefficient estimates in linear regressions. Analysis of
variance would work better with larger dataset. At second, repetitive irregularities in
elections timing have also a deteriorative effect on results interpretation. If we assume in
our analysis that politicians plan their strategies about legislation activity ex-ante,
information about the election timing is the key element in their planning. Any irregularities
in timing have a negative impact on a politicians’ possibility to rationally develop a correct
strategy.
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Further analysis might concern empirical testing in other countries and comparing the
results. Such comparison might be however difficult due to institutional and legal traditions
that differ among countries. Another room for further analysis is to use the same
methodology for analysis of different parts of legislation. Here, we analyzed laws connected
to transfer payments. Different shape of the cycle obtained from different part of legislation
might imply unequal importance of such group of laws for incentives that form political
legislation cycles, or a different time structure of such incentives.
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